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I welcome you into this new transmission through
the Omega Communications Portal and for you to
get the maximum benefit from this, I ask you to
make yourself comfortable, and relax so that you
can really experience the energy through the
messages and let images come into your
awareness, of what is being presented to you.
So, here we are again, gathering together as a
group, many of us all gathered together, and I move
us into the receiving area of the Station of Light.
This is just an amazing space for us to reconnect
with other dimensional Beings and for them to
present themselves to us, and of course, because
we come in a group, it is easier for us to recognise
the Beings and to experience the group energy,
even if physically you are alone. In this
metaphysical dimension we are together and that is
the important aspect of this form of communication
– sharing in energy, even though of course we do
have many layers, for each one of us, and many
layers in this receiving area. However, what is
important for you to receive will come to you in this
session and in every other session as you allow
yourself to be uplifted in the energy – do you feel it
already? – and receive the information. This is what
I allow to come through me in this space.

You have the sense already that you belong to a
distant aspect of yourself. It is only distant because
when you are in your physicality and are very busily
engaged and focused in that world, there appears
to be the distance. You always have the connection
in the higher aspects of your energy field into these
dimensions, the dimensions which are appropriate
to you as an individual.
Again we say we observe you and we are here to
undertake support for you and in that support you
evolve and you can experience expansion as you
are experiencing the wider civilisations which exist
and you also experience moving into the altered
dimensional frequency which is that pattern you
identify as the Earth crystalline light city. All of this
is around you in this initial greeting to you.
Some of you now are being separated into separate
groupings so that you will receive impulses and
impressions, even beyond the words which are
spoken to you which are delivered to everybody, but
you can still experience your individual link-up with
other Beings here for you.
Initially everybody receives a clearing type energy
pattern and this allows you then to expand your
awareness to be clear in those energy centres
existing in your energy body as this is all to do with
the extra dimensional field of information patterns
already known to you. Your existences in other
places where you were more evolved than you are
now, always assist you in your present focused life
experience. Anywhere you are in your current life
experience, you are able to connect with the
appropriate higher evolved aspect of Self, or
Consciousness that is You and collect in
information and assistance. All of that is aligned
with the greater purpose that you have and the
overall purpose of everyone is to assist the

upliftment process and to enliven your physical
body, the cells of your physical body, to such as
extent that you vibrate in that higher pattern in which
you exist and you can move and travel into the
organised areas of the City of Light energy.
The emphasis is on this, because the portal is open
for you to engage your connection into that
existence. Engaging your presence and the energy
of that, enhances you in your present focused life
existence experience. The result of that is that you
draw in more energy frequency into your pattern of
light and body and flesh and thus it is anchored into
the Earth plane and anchored into that overlaying
energy matrix.
We speak about this because as this information is
given to you and you experience it in this altered
dimensional state of consciousness, it can become
distorted, or not so relevant, when you fully engage
back in your body form. This means that the more
frequently you are exposed to this pattern, then the
realisation becomes much stronger in your current
conscious mind functioning.
Now we are speaking here about separation, or
division, into specific pockets of energy and
understanding and this relates to the many different
layers that people function at in their minds and
emotions and physically, in the same area which
you are inhabiting. You are aware of this. You are
aware of the ones that you draw back from. You are
aware of the ones you resonate with and commune
with and that will be amplifying the energy
frequency that you both share and that also has a
connection to the greater evolved self of each one,
which again is connected into the greater network
of consciousness. This is the basis, you see, of
manifestation and everything that is needed will
come to you out of that higher state from which
manifestation occurs.
The division means that there had been areas
overlaying the lower aspects of consciousness on
this planet which had served the purpose of

obscuring some of the energetic pathways available
for you to move along, so with this being separated
and the openings becoming more apparent, you will
be experiencing times of very high energy where
you would be filled with the light, or perhaps you
would call it happiness or joy or love, and this has
the effect of drawing you deeper through that layer
that had existed. When you do experience those
intense moments of higher energy frequency, you
are able to strengthen that within you, because you
remember it, you know it, and it exists there,
connected into that opening, or that portal, through
which you are able to receive that. The connection
to the higher aspects of you exists in that same way
and you would be drawn, some of you, into different
vectors within the functioning universe. Those
individual vectors contain an energy frequency and
pattern which is held or focused around the planet
by Beings who have come in from outer areas
beyond your current solar system, to be of
assistance. Some are observers, some are
assisting you.
You may be experiencing this, because we are
sharing the present pattern of that with you.
This also will be having an impact on your energy
field. Every major energy centre of your light energy
body as it exists within and around your physicality,
relates to specific vector coordinates and therefore
when we bring this to your attention in this way, you
will be feeling releases, or connections, whichever
occurs in the appropriateness of the moment and all
of this also assists you.
It means you are becoming more finely attuned to
this greater dimensional field and this has inherent
in it certain functions or actions. As different parts of
your energy field respond to this, the particular
actions or motivations also become apparent to
you. This is another way in which we assist you all
in this process.

We remind you that every action you take around
you in your life where you are nurturing some
aspect of creation has the effect of reinforcing to
you your connection to the energetic kingdoms
which exist around you. If you are nurturing plant life
or nurturing animal life or even nurturing other
people in some way, you are aware of the existence
of the energy frequency of the natural kingdom and
you are able to draw on those for extra assistance,
just as you draw upon Light generally, coming
around you, around the planet.
If you were existing within a building and you have
no access to open air light, you are still able to draw
upon universal light energy frequency to support
you and help you. We give this to you because we
are aware some people do not spend time outside
in daylight. That is essential for your well-being and
if you are one of those people not able to do that,
then this is a way to also assist you. The light that
you receive when you are exposed to the open air
has certain wavelengths in it, patterns of energy
unseen, and in this way you are able to use that
more directly.
So, having drawn that in around you now, I am
bringing you back to connect consciously within the
receiving area of the Station. You have expanded in
this experience. This is achieving the intention of
this session with you, so again I conclude this
aspect of my visitation with you

Orem out “

Lani speaking again. Thank you Orem.
Again we are filled with this Light and Information.
By now you will have realised it is much more than
the words. These are actual energetic experiences
which will continue to unfold, as you allow that to
happen within you. Each time you listen to, or read
this transmission, allow yourself to experience
unfoldment in different areas and again you may
experience in your energy self what Orem referred
to in this session. That seemed to be very important.
Different things being moved aside or opened and
other areas being deeply connected again.
Each journey is an interesting journey that we move
together within.
Now it is time to bring the awareness firstly into your
body of light – being aware that you are the body of
light energy – and this now reconnects in every way
with your physical form and life. Perhaps you feel it
as a settling over you and within you, right down to
the soles of your feet and my sense is the body of
light is much larger than our physical body and we
are of course surrounded in a sphere of energy.
So because I am ending this transmission through
the Omega Communications Portal, I want you to
take in a nice deep breath and as you let it out, be
fully aware of your situation, your surroundings and
the present moment. In the present moment you
could be aware that you are surrounded by many
wonderful Beings of Light. You might see them in
the variety of manifested forms that they have – or
energetic forms manifesting around you in some
level. This is your support team. These are some of
the Beings you connect with as we hold the beautiful
energy around us and in us and in the Earth energy
system – right where we are meant to be at this time.
Thank you for being with me and we will continue
again at some other time

Lani
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